Thinking outside the (pill) box: Does toxic metal exposure thwart antibiotic stewardship best practices?
Multi-antibiotic resistant (MAR) bacteria cost billions in medical care and tens of thousands of lives annually but perennial calls to limit agricultural and other misuse of antibiotics and to fund antibiotic discovery have not slowed this MAR deluge. Since mobile genetic elements (MGEs) stitch single antibiotic resistance genes into clinically significant MAR arrays, it is high time to focus on how MGEs generate MAR and how disabling them could ameliorate the MAR problem. However, to consider only antibiotics as the drivers of MAR is to miss the significant impact of exposure to non-antibiotic toxic chemicals, specifically metals, on the persistence and spread of MAR. Toxic metals were among the earliest discovered targets of plasmid-encoded resistance genes. Recent genomic epidemiology clearly demonstrated the co-prevalence of metal resistances and antibiotic multi-resistance, uniquely in humans and domestic animals. Metal resistances exploit the same, ancient "transportation infrastructure" of plasmids, transposons, and integrons that spread the antibiotic resistance genes and will continue to do so even if all antibiotic misuse were stopped today and new antibiotics were flowing from the pipeline monthly. In a key experiment with primates, continuous oral exposure to mercury (Hg) released from widely used dental amalgam fillings co-selected for MAR bacteria in the oral and fecal commensal microbiomes and, most importantly, when amalgams were replaced with non-metal fillings, MAR bacteria declined dramatically. Could that also be happening on the larger public health scale as use of amalgam restorations is curtailed or banned in many countries? This commentary covers salient past and recent findings of key metal-antibiotic resistance associations and proposes that the shift from phenotyping to genotyping in surveillance of resistance loci will allow a test of whether declining exposure to this leading source of Hg is accompanied by a decline in MAR compared to countries where amalgam is still used. If this hypothesis is correct, the limited success of antibiotic stewardship practices may be because MAR is also being driven by continuous, daily exposure to Hg, a non-antibiotic toxicant widely used in humans.